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1. Introduction
Let G be a connected Lie group such that π3(G)^Z. Connected simple
Lie groups satisfy the condition. Let /: S3-»G be a map generating τr3(G).
The purpose of this note is to study the image of
where ττ?( ) is the reduced stable cohomotopy. The order of the cokernel of
/* which is finite by Proposition 2.5 below is called the codegree of G and de-
noted by cd(G}. Since G and its maximal compact subgroup have the same
homotopy type, it suffices to study the case that G is compact. We denote
by cdp(G) the exponent of the prime number p in the prime decomposition of
cd(G). Our result is
Theorem. Let G be a compact simply connected simple Lie group. Then
(1) cdp(G)—Q if and only if G is p-regular in the sense of Serre [22];
(2) cdp(G) can be determined except for the following cases:
E
s
,E7,E6,F4y Spin(n)(n^9) for p = 2;
EB,E7ίE6,Ft forp = 3*>
E& forp = 5.
More precise statement and upper bounds of the excluded cases in (2)
can be seen in 3.3, 4.1, and 4.2 below. For non simply connected groups,
see 2.7 below.
In §2, we prove general properties of codegrees, though some of them are
not used in this note. In §3, for classical groups G, we prove that cd(G) is
equal to the codegree of some canonical vector bundle. As a consequence,
cd(SU(n)) can be determined from Crabb-Knapp [4] and then cd(Sp(n)) and
odd components of cd(Spίn(ri)} can also be determined (see Proposition 3.3).
*) A. Kono informed me that we could prove cd3(E6)=cd3(F4)=2 by using Harper's mod 3
decomposition of F4.
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In §4, we study relations of cd(G) and ^-regularity [13, 22], quasi ^-regularity
[15], and mod p decomposability [17] of G.
In this note all cohomology theories are reduced.
I am indebted to H. Minami for useful conversation and suggestions on
Lemma 4.4; to A. Kono for informing me that any map E -^* £7(240) factorizes
through C/(124); and to M. Mimura for information on the topology of E6 and F4.
2. Codegree of a map
Let /: SM-+X be a based map (or more generally stable map), where X is
a connected finite CPF-complex having a base point. Let E be a generalized
reduced cohomology theory, that is, E is a spectrum, and let m^Z. The Em-
codegree of/, cd(f\ Em), is defined to be 0 or the cardinal number of the cokernel
of
f* QEm+n(Xγ-> Em+»(Sn) -^ Em+n(Sn)/τor^Em(S°)/Ύor
according as ?°/* is 0 or not, where Tor denotes the torsion subgroup and q is
the quotient homomorphism. We set cd(f)=cd(f] πQ
s
) which is most interest-
ing, because, by 2.3(2) below, cd(f\ Em) \ cd(f) provided there exists a natural
transformation πf-*E*+m inducing an isomorphism τrJ(S°)βJ!?"(S0)/Tor. Here
a I b means that an integer b is an integral multiple of an integer a.
REMARK 2.1. Our codegree of a map /: S"->X is a multiple of Gottlieb's
codegree of/*: #*(£"*; Z)-+H*(X\ Z) and degree of/*: H*(X\ Z)^H*(Sn;Z)
[7]
Proposition 2.2 ([21 2.1]). For any integer k we have
(1) ///*=0: Hn(X; Z)-»H"(Sn',Z), then the image o//*: Ek(X)-*Ek(S°)
is contained in Ύoτ(E\Sn))) the torsion subgroup of Ek(Sn).
(2) // £Λ(5n)®QΦθ, then the converse of (1) holds.
Proposition 2.3. (1) cd(f\ Em)=cd(f\ E[0, oof) if
 m
^n and X is (m-l)-
connected, where E[Q, oo)—>£* is the (—l)-connective covering.
(2) If θ: E*-:>F*+k is a natural transformation of cohomology theories of
degree k such that θ*ι Em(S0)IΎoτ^Fm+k(S°)/Ύoτy then cd(f\ Fm+k)\cd(f', Em).
(3) Suppose that there exist stable maps g: X-*Xf andf: S"-*X' such that
gof—f'okι
ny where X' is a connected finite based CW-complex, tn: S*-*Sn is the
identity mapy and k(ΞZ. Then c d ( f ) \ k cd(f). If k=±l, then cd(f',Em)\
cd(f\ Em)y in particular, cd(f\ Em) \ cd(gof; Em).
(4) Suppose that Em(S°)®Q*Q. Then cd(f\ Em)=0 if and only if f*=0:
H"(X]Z)-*Hn(Sn',Z).
Proof. We have (4) by 2.2. Others can be easily proved. We omit the
details.
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We call /: S"-*X orientable if/*: H\X\ Z)IΎor^H"(Sn; Z), and call /
quasi-orientable if/*: H"(X\ Z)IΎoτ-*Hn(S"; Z) is a non trivial injection. In
both cases an element U(f)<=H"(X\Z) which generates Htt(X;Z)/Tor is
called an orientation class of/.
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let V be an w-dimensional vector bundle over a connected
finite CW-complex Y, and let /: Sn=T(V\ {y}}-*T(V\ Y) be the inclusion
of Thorn spaces for some point y of Y. Then / is quasi-orientable if and only
if/ is orientable if and only if V is orientable. Put cd(V)=cd(f). See [20].
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a compact connected Lie group such that π3(G)^Z
and let f: S3-*G be a generator of τr3(G). Then ftf(G)Φθ. Also f is quasi-
orientable if and only if dim Z(G)^2, where Z(G) is the centre of G. Moreover
f is orientable if G is simply connected.
Proof. As is well-known, G has a covering group q : Tk X G'->G whose kernel
is a central finite subgroup of Tk x G', where G' is a compact simply connected
simple Lie group, and Tk=(Sl)k is the Λ-dimensional toral group with k=
dim Z(G). Let i: G'= {1} X G'-* Tk x G' be the inclusion and let /' : S3->G' be
a map such that qoiof'~f. Then q*: #*(G; Q)^H*(TkxG'; Q) and /'*:
H\G'\ Z)~#3(S3; Z). Hence /*ΦO: H\G\ Q)->#3(S3; Q), therefore
0 by 2.3 (4). Also we have
/ is quasi-orientable «=> /* : ίP(G; Q) ss H3(S3 Q)
~ ί* : H\Tk x G' Q) c* fl^G' Q)
The last assertion of 2.5 follows from the fact that if G is simply connected then
G is 2-connected. This completes the proof.
Proposition 2.6. Let g: X->Y be a map between connected finite CW-
complexes. Suppose that Hn(Y\Q)^Q. and f: S"^X(n^l) is quasi-orientable,
and that there exists a stable map T : Y+-+X+ (Z+ is the union of Z and the disjoint
base point) such that τ*£*: Hn(Y+\ Z)-*H"(Y+ y Z) is the multiplication by an
integer %. Then cd(gof) \ % cd(f).
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram in which h are the
Hurewicz homomorphisms.
/*
«- π"
s
(X+)
/*
H"(S" Z) at HH(S"+ Z) «- H\X+ Z) ±ί H"(Y+ Z)
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Let a^H"(X+ Z), b^H"( Y+ Z) be generators of respective free parts. There
exist integers k, /, m such that
/*(«) = *[S«],
g*(b) = la mod Tor(H"(X+ Z)) ,
τ*(a) = mb mod Ύoΐ(H"(Y+; Z))
where [Sn] is a generator of H"(S";Z). We have Kb = τ* g*(b) = Imb mod
Ύor(H"(Y+; Z)), hence X = lm. By definition, there exists β^π"
s
(X+) with
f*h(β}=hf*(β)=cd(f)[S"]. Hence h(β) = (cd(f)/k)a mod Tor(H"(^Γ+; Z)),
and so hτ*(β)=τ*h(β) = (m cd(f)jk)b mod Tor(/Γ( Y+ Z)), and therefore
*^
 τ
*(yβ)_/*j?* hτ*(β)=f*g*((m.cd(f}/k} b}=ιm.cd(f} [S"]=X cd(f) [S*].
Thus cd(gof)\'X, cd(f) as desired.
Corollary 2.7. Lei #: G'->G &^ # covering group such that G' and G are
compact connected Lie groups, π3(G)^Z, and dim Z(G)^2. Then
cd(G')\cd(G)\m cd(G')
where m is the order of the kernel of q.
Proof. Note that m is finite and dim Z(G')= dim Z(G). By [2], there
exists a transfer map r : G+->G'+ whic is a stable map such that r* #* : //*(G+ Z)
->7ϊ*(G+ ^) is the multiplication by m. Then the result follows from 2.5 and
2.6.
We recall J^-theory codegree from Crabb-Knapp [3]. Let KF denote the
complex ^-theory K (F=C) and the real X"-theory KO (F=R). Iff: S"-»X is
quasi-orientable, then we define
cdKF(f) = Min {m>0; m C7(/)eIm(^F: KFn(X) -> H*(X\
where ch
c
=ch, the Chern character, chR is the composition of the complexifica-
tion and ch, and Min and Im denote the minimum and the image, respectively.
If /is non quasi-orientable, then we define cdKF(f)=Q.
Proposition 2.8 ([20; §2]). ///: Sn-*X is quasi-orientable, then cdKF(f)
is well-defined and satisfies
cd(f;KF°)\cd(f;HO)cdKF(f) and cdKF(f)\cd(f) .
Next we consider y-theory codegrees
cdiF(f) = Π,
See [3], [4] or [20] for their definitions. We denote the exponents of p in the
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prime decompositions of cd(f}, cdKF(f), cd'F(f), ••• by cdp(f), cdpF(f), cdj,F(f),
•••, respectively. We use also the notations cd(G; E"), cdKF(G), cdpF(G), ••• in
canonical sense. Notice that the ^-components of cd'F (/) and cd'F(f) are
cd(f;jF'<py>) and cd(f; ;F<»0) respectively.
The following theorem can be proved by modifying the proof of Theorem
3.3 of [20]. So we omit the details.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose that p. S"-*X is quasi-orientable.
(1) cd*(f)\cd*°(f)\2ul*(f).
(2) cd'F'(f)\cd'F(f)\cd(f).
(3) /// is orientable, then cdKF(f) \ cdiF'(f).
(4) IfH"-\X Z
ω
)=0, then cdic'(f)=cd>c(f).
(5) cd*'(f)\cd>*'(f).
(6) p>2.
(6-1) cdic'(f)=cdi*'(f), cdic(f)=cdis(f), and they are equal ifXis (n- 1)-
connected.
(6-2) // H*(X; Z) has no p-torsion and f is orientable, then cdpF(f)=
cdiF\f).
(7) p=2.
(7-1) IfH*(X; Z) has no 2-torsion andf is orientable, then cdξ(f)=cd'2c'(f)
andcd'2
R
'(f)^l+cdξ°(f).
(7-2) // H*(X; Z) and KO"(X) have no 2-torsion and f is orientable, then
cdi*'(f)=cdξ°(f).
Given/: S*-+X with n^l, we define abelian groups A
ί9 •••, An by using
( f , X ) instead of (i, T) in [20; Lemma 4.7]. For example ^ί1=Ker(7#:
KO[4, °o)*(X)-»KO[0, ^>)ΛW), where γ: KO[4, oo)->^O[0, oo) is the con-
nective fibering. Then the following lemma can be proved by almost the same
proof as [20; Lemma 4.7]. We omit the details.
Lemma 2.10. (1) Al^A2^A^A
(2) IfHn-\X; Z)=0, then A3=A5.
(3) // X is (n— ^ -connected, then
(4) // H"(X\ Z2)^Z2 and Sq2 is non trivial on H\X\ Z2), then A5=A6.
(5) ///*: #«(*; Z2)^H\Sn'y Z2) andf*: KO[1, oo)-i(jf)->
KO[\, °°)n~\SΛ) is snrjective, then Sq* is trivial on H"(X; Z2) and b^:
KO[2, oo)"(X)-*KO[l, oo)"(X) is injective, where b,: KO[2, <χ>}-+KO[l, oo) is
the connective fibering. If moreover X is (n — V)-connected, then A1=A10^An, so
(6) Ifi*:H"
Proposition 2.11. If G is a compact simply connected simple Lie group,
then T*: KO[4, °°)3(G)^KO[0, oo)»(G) is injective, hence cdiR'(G)=cd'*(G).
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Proof. We have A^ ...^  A^A^ -- ^ A10 by 2.10, since G is 2-connected.
As is well-known, H*(G\ Z2)=0y hence -410=0, and if G^pSp(n) for every n then
Sq2 is non trivial on H*(G\ Z2), hence A5=A6 by 2.10 (4), so ^ί1»2410=0 and γ*
is injective on KO[4, oo)3(G). On the other hand, we have the following com-
mutative diagram, where/: S3=Sp(l)c:Sp(ri).
K0[l, oo' 2 ?*
I/* I/* I/* !/*
K0[l, 00)2
 (53) = ^ (S3) = [Sp(1)9 SplU] ^ [Sp(l
?*-
Since τr2(i7)=0, the above lower g* is surjective. Let ί: Sp(n)c:Sp be the
inclusion. Then/*(ί) is a generator of π3(Sp)e*Z. Hence the fourth/* is sur-
jective, and so is the first /*. Thus we have A^Alo by 2.10(5), so Al=Q
and γ* is injective on KO[4, °°)3(Sp(n)). This completes the proof.
Recall from Serre [22] that a connected finite CW-complex Y is />-regular
if there exists a map g: Π, S*W-*Y such that g*ι πk(ΐl Sn(i))-*πk(Y) has the
kernel and the cokernel which are finite and have orders prime to p for every k,
that is, g is a ^ -equivalence. If moreover Y is a simply connected ^-regualr H-
space, then there exists a ^ -equivalence n: Y-^Π Sn(i) [16; Theorem 1.7].
Proposition 2.12. // a compact simply connected simple Lie group G is p-
regular, then cdp(G)=0.
Proof. Suppose that a compact simply connected simple Lie group G is p-
regular. Then there exists a ^ -equivalence g: (7— >Πt *Srn(ί). Hence there is only
one n(i) with n(i)=3. Let q: Π Sn(0-»S3 be the projection and /: S3-*G be a
generator of τr3(G). Then the degree of q°g°f is prime to p. Hence cdp(G)—Q.
3. cd(G) for classical groups
Proposition 3.1. (1) cd(U(n))=cd(SU(n))=cd(ξ
n
_1) (n^2)y where ξn^ is
the Hopf bundle over the complex protective (n—2)-space P(Cn~l).
(2) cd(Sp(rί))=cd(ζ
ί
^(n^Y)9 where ζn is the vector bundle over the quater-
nionic protective (n—l)-space P(Hn) associated with the canonical principal S3-
bundle 54n~1->P(J9rn) and the adjoint representation of S3 on its Lie algebra.
(3) cd(SO(n))(n^S) is the order of the cokernel of ί*: τr?(SO(n))->
wί(SO(3)), where i:SO(3)dSO(n).
(4) cd(SO(n))=cd(ad2®can2) (n^5), where ad2 (resp., can2) is 1 (resp., 2)
dimensional vector bundle associated with the principal O(2)-bundle
O(n— l)/O(n— 3)->O(w— 1)/(O(2) X O(n— 3)) and the non-trivial representation
O(2)-»O(1) (resp., the canonical representation O(2) on Hom
Λ
(Λ2, RJ).
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Proof. We have cd(U(ri))=cd(SU(ri))y since U(n) is homeomorphic to
SlxSU(ri). By James [12; (7.11)], the inclusions ΣP(C*)=2 T(ξ
n
.l\ P '^^ c
SU(n) and Q
n
=T(ζ
n
\ P(Hn))dSp(n) are stable retracts with which the compo-
sitions of S3=2P(C2)C2P(C") and S3=Q1dQn generate π3(SU(n)) and
π3(Sp(ri)) respectively. We then obtain (1) and (2).
To prve (3), let n^5 and i'\ S3= Spin (3)-^ Spin (n) be the inclusion. Then
Im(ι'i: π3(S3)^π3(Spin(ri)))=2π3(Spin(n)), since π3(Spin(n)/Spin(3))^Z2. Hence
there exists/': S3-*Spin(ri) which generates π3(Spin(n)) and i'—fΌ2ι3. Let #w:
Spin (m)-+ SO (nί) be the double covering and set f=q
n
of; S3-*SO(ri). Then /
generates π3(SO(n)), and f°2ι3=qnofΌ2e,3—qnoi'~ioq3ί hence 2 cd(SO(ri))=
cd(ioq3). On the other hand, we have π3s(SO(3))^Z and Im(jf : π](SO(3))~*
πl(S3))=2πl(S3). Hence cd(SO(n)) is the order of the cokernel of i* : τrϊ(SO(n))
-^τr^(5O(3)) and this proves (3).
To prove (4), we prepare some notations. Let adk denote the adjoint repre-
sentation of O(k) on its Lie algebra, cank denote the canonical representation
of O(k) on Hom
Λ
(Λ*, Λ), and V
ntk=O(n)/O(n-k)-^Gn>k=O(n)/(O(k) X O(»-A))
denote the canonical principal O(&)-bundle. We may form the associated vec-
tor bundles over GKtk for adk and cank we denote them by adk and cank for sav-
ing of notations. Note that dim adk=k(k—l)/2 and dim cank=k.
By Miller [14], there exists a stable homotopy equivalence which are na-
tural with respect to n:
where Tk=T(adk®cank\ Gn_ltk). As is easily seen, we have T1==P(Rn)J the real
projective (τι— l)-sρace, the 3-skeleton of T2 is S3—T(ad2®can2\ G2t2)y and TΛ
(^^3) is 5-connected. The inclusion /: SO(3)->SO(n) corresponds under the
above equivalence to
VT2(ΣVnkιl Tk.
Hence Im(i*: π*(SO(n))^π*(SO(3)))c*Im(i*: 7r?(r2)->^(53)), where ι is the
inclusion, thus cd(ad2®can2] is equal to the order of the cokernel of i*: π3s(SO(n))
->7Γ?(SO(3)). Therefore we obtain (4) from (3). This completes the proof.
REMARK 3.2. Of course we can prove (1) and (2) of 3.1 by using Miller's
stable splitting [14] of SU(n) and Sp(n).
Proposition 3.3. (1) For n^3, we have
J Max {i\ />'<ra} ρ>2
p
 ( Max {/I 2'ίgtt} p=2 .
(2) Forp>2, we have
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cdp(SO(2n+l)) = cdp(Spin(2n+l)) = cdp(Sp(n)) (n^
cdp(SO(2n)) = cdp(Spin(2n)} = cdp(Spin(2n-l))
(3) cd2(SU([nl2]))^cd2(SO(n))^cd2(SU([n/2]))+2 (n^6)t where [n/2] is
the largest integer smaller than or equal to n/2.
(4) cd(Sp(n))=cd(SU(2ri)).
Proof. By 3.1(1), cd(U(n))=cd(SU(n))=cd(ξ
n
.1) for n^2. Crabb-Knapp
[4; 5.16] has determined cd(ξ
n
.1) as in (1). Moreover they proved that cd(ξm)=
cdiR(ξ
m
). Notice from Theorem 1.1 of [20] and 2.9 that cd**(ξ
u
)=cd*°(ξ
m
).
To prove (2), let p be an odd prime. Then cdp(SO(n))=cdp(Spin(n)) by
2.7, and
Spin(2n+l)^pSp(n),
Spin (2n) —p Spin (2n~l)xS2n~1
by Harris [8]. Hence (2) follows by the technique which will be used in the
proof of Theorem 4. 1 below.
Concerning the natural inclusions we have
Coker(τr3(SO(n)) - π3(U(n))) s* τr3([7/O) <* Z2
Coker (π3( U(n)) -> ^r3(5O (2n))) « τr3(O/ E7) = 0 (Λ ^  3) .
It then follows from 2.3(3) that
cd(SO(n))\2 cd(U(n)) (n^5),
crf( C7(n)) I cd(SO (2n)) (n^ 3)
and so we obtain (3).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of (4). We use Thorn classes
which are defined by Atiyah, Bott and Shapiro [1]. Let g: P(C2n)->P(H") be the
usual fibration, h: T(ξ2n)-*T(ξ2n) be the map induced by the fibre preserving map
ξ2n-*ξ2n=ξ2n®cξ2n which sends * into z
2
 . Then g* ς
n
s*ξ2*®l [26] and the
degree of h on fibres is 2. Let <y be the canonical quaternionic line bundle over
P(H"), β^K(S2) be a generator, and r: K-+KO be the real restriction. Set
μo=r(μ)^KO(P(C2n+1))> and t=cί(ξ2Λ+1)^H2(P(C2Λ+1)\ Z). Recall from [24]
that K(P(H*)+)=Z[θc]l(θϊ) and the complexification c: KO(P(H"}+}-*
K(P(H")+) is injective and has the image generated by e{ θc^^i^n—l), where
e{ is equal to 1 if i is even and equal to 2 if i is odd. Let θ
i
R^KO(P(Hn)+) be the
element with c(θiR)=ei θ^ Notice that Θ1R does not mean a power of some
element (*^2). Recall from [6] that KO'\P(C2n^1)) is free module with basis
μ3> μs A&o, -•» μ* tΛ~
l
 Note that cdκo(ξ2n) is equal to
Mm{m>0\
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and that chR(μ3 μj)=(<?<—*-') (et+e"t—2)i.
Consider the commutative diagram
XFίPtC2")*) - KF(P(H")+)
IΦKF
a- h* φ g*
KF-\P(C2"+l)) - KF(T(ξ2n®6))+-KF(T(ξϊa®6)) «- KF(T(ξn®5))
I chf. chf chF
o i h* I g*
H*-\P(C2»+1);Q) *- H*(T(ξ2n®6); Q) +- H*(T(ξϊ,®6);Q) *-
g*
H*-*(P(C2*)+ Q) - H*-\P(H*)+ Q)
where vertical isomorphisms are Thorn isomorphisms and ©A means the whitney
sum with the real ^-dimensional trivial bundle. Computations show that
σ A* φ *^) = 2tx, x<=H*(P(C*»)+;Q)
where we consider H*(P(C2n)\Q) as a submodule of H*(P(C2Λ+l) Q) naturally.
Hence we have
σ h*g* chF φjrΛΣKβ «, ^ ) = («*-«•') Σ?»ί β, βf (β'+β-'-2)'
where ef =1 and e?=et. By definition there exist integers aζ , •••, α£_! such that
cdKF(ζ,) ί=φHl chF φKF(Σl-o of I^F). In this case we have
2-cdKF(ζ
n
) t = (ί'-ί-') Σ?;i βf β
Hence ao=cdXF(ζ
n
), and also
By [19] we have
ϋαf = (-!)' 2' 3 ..... (2z+l) αf for
hence
since ι/2(i0=:^"~cιc(0> where ι/2(m) is the exponent of 2 in the prime decompose-
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tion of my and a(i) is the number of Γs in the dyadic expansion of i. It follows
that
and from the similar reason that
cdl 0(ζ
n
} = Max {aφ+v&i) \ ί^i^n-
so that
by 2.9(1). We then have
from the equations
cd(Sp(n))\cd(U(2n}) = cd(U(2n+l)) = cdκ°(ξ2n) = cdκo(ξa) .
This proves (4) and completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.
4. Mod p decomposition of Lie groups
The result of this section is
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a compact simly connected simple Lie group. Then
the following statements hold.
(1) cdp(G) = 0if and only if G is p-regular.
(2) cdp(G) =1 if G is not p-regular but quasi p-regular.
(3) cd7(EB) = cd7(E7) = cd5(E7) = 1.
(4) cd(G2) - cd(Spin(7)) = cd(Spin(8))=cd(SO(7))=2 cd(SU(7))=23 3 - 5.
(5) 24 32 5 7 11 \cd(G)for G=E&y E7, £6, F4.
(6) cd2(EB) ^  8 cd2(E7) <ί 7 cd2(E6) <ί 5 cd2(F,) ^  5
From 4.1 and Table (4.3) below, we have
Corollary 4.2. For simply connected exceptional groups, cdp(G)=l if (and
only if provided GΦJF8) G is not p-regular and has no p-torsion in ΐf*(G; Z).
Precise values of p in 4.1 and 4.2 can be read from the following Table
(4.3).
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Table (4.3)
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G
SU(n)
(2^n)
Sp(n)
(2^n)
Spin (n)
(7<n)
G2
F<
EQ
E7
EB
p-torsion
NO
NO
2
2
2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3,5
quasi
p -regular
n/2<p
n<p
(n-\)β<p
5<p
S^p
5^p
n^P
n^p
p-regular
n^p
2n^p
n-l^p
7^p
135^
ll^p
19^p
31^p
cdp(G) = l
p<n^p* (p>2)
n=3 (p=2)
p<2n<ρ2 (p>2)
NO (p = 2)
p<n-l^p2 (p<2)
NO (p=2)
2<p<7
3<p<l3
3<p<l3
3<P<19
Lemma 4.4. We have cdκ(Sp(2))=2 3 cdκ(Spin(7))=23 3 - 5 cdκ(G2)=
22 - 3 5 cdκ(F4)=23 - 32 5 - 7 1 1 cdκo(G2)lcdκ(G2)^cdκo(F4)/cdκ(F4)=2.
Proof. The computation of cdκ(G) can be easily done by using Watanabe
[27]. We omit the details.
Suppose that G=G2 or F4. Set r^rank G. Consider the commutative
diagram:
RO(G)
c[
R(G)
KO~\G+)
\c
β
where RO(G), R(G) are real, complex representation rings of G, and β is the
natural homomorphism [11, 23], and c is the complexification. By Yokota [28,
29], c: RO(G)esίR(G). Let pf, ••-, ρ?<=R(G) be basic representations [5, 11] and
pf> "•> pfsί?O(G) be representations such that c(pf)=pf. It follows from
Seymour [23; 5.6] that KO*(G+) is a free J£O*(S°)-module and is generated
multiplicatively by β(ρ?), •••, β(p?) Let AF denote the ^F*(5°)-submodule of
KF*(G+) generated by decomposable elements with respect to {β(ρΐ ), ••
Then
Kσ(G) = K03(G+) = KO\S°) {β(p?), .», β(P«)} mod A*
and so
= 2K\S°) mod Ac .
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Therefore cdκo(G)=2 cdκ(G) and this completes the proof.
REMARK 4.5. cd(Sρ(2))=cd(ζ2)=cdκo(ς2)=12.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (1), (2), (5). If G is ^-regular then cdp(G)=Q by 2.12.
By 3.3 or [19], cdp(SU(n))=Q if and only if n^p. Hence (1) holds for
SU(n).
By 3.3, 4.3, and 2.3(3), we have cdp(Sp(n))±Q for 2^n and p^>2n. Hence
(1) hols for Sp(n).
By 4.4 and 2.3(3), we have Z<*cd2(Spίn(n)) for n^7. It follows from 3.3
that if cdp(Spin(n))=0 then n—l^p and so Spίn(n) is ^-regular. Hence (1)
holds for Spin(ri) (n^7).
It follows from 4.4 that if cdp(G2)=0 then p^7 and so G2 is ^-regular, and
that if cdp(F4)—Q then p^ί3 and so F4 is ^-regular. Hence (1) holds for G2
and F4.
Since there exist embeddings F4c£'6c£!7c£
l
8 which induce isomorphisms
of the third homotopy groups, we have cdκo(F4) \ cdκo(G) \ cd(G) for G=E6, E7)
E& by 2.3(3). It follows from 4.4 that (5) holds and that if cdp(Ek)=Q then
p^ 13 and so (1) holds for E6.
By [15], if G is quasi ^-regular, then there exists a ^-equivalence u:
Bι(p)X Y-+G where B1(p)=S3(Je2p+l(Je2p+* is a S3-bundle over S2p+1 such that
H*(Bι(p) ZJ)= Λ (^ 3, -ff1 Λ^3), and Y is a 4-connected finite CPF-complex. There
exists a ^ -equivalence v: G-^>B1(p)x Y, since G is ^ -universal [16]. Let/: 53->
G represent a generator of τr3(G), and /': S3dB1(p) be the inclusion. Then /'
generates ^(B^p^^Z. Since /'*: H^B^p); Z}^H\SZ\ Z), it follows that
^(/')ΦO by 2.3(4). Let ?: -Bι(ί)X F->βι(jp) be the projection, and i: B^p)^
B1(p)x{^}c:B1(p)xY be the inclusion. Since q, i induce isomorphisms on
τr3( ), and since u, v are ^-equivalences, there exist integers m, n such that m, n
are prime to p, qovof~fΌmι3, and uoiof'~fonι3. It follows from 2.3(3) that
cd(f)\m cd(f) and cd(f)\n cd(f\ so that cdp(f')=cdp(f)=cdp(G). On the
other hand, since the attaching map a: S2p-+S3 of (2p+l)-cell of 5j(^>) is a gen-
erator of ίr
v
(S%)β*iΛS3)(,)«Z; (see [15,25]), it follows that cdp(f)^l and
that the map pc^a extends stably to a'\ 53U^+1->S3. Since πs2p+3(S3)(p)=Q
(see [25]), a' extends stably to a" \ B^p^S3 such that fl"o/'==^3, hence cdp(f)
^1, so cdp(G)=cdp(f')=ly and this proves (2). In particular we have cdp(E7) =
1 for ll^p^Π and cdp(EB)=l for ll^/)^29. This completes the proof of (1).
To prove Theorem 4.1(3), we need the following theorem. See [17] for
notations.
Theorem 4.6 ([17; 8.1]). (1) E7^5 Bl(5)xB27(5).
(2) E7
(3) Ef
Proof of Theorem 4.1(3). We will prove only that cd7(EB)=l9 because
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other cases can be proved by the same method. Note that the 16-skeleton of
β}(7) is S3, and that 5^(7) is 22-connected. Let i: S3-+Bi(7) be the inclusion.
By the same method as the proof of (1), we have 7-equivalences u: Bl(7)xBn(7)
-^ E8, v: Ef^Bi(7)xB4n(7)9 and cd7(Es)=cd7(i). By definition (see [17]), there
exists a map h: B41(7)^SU(20) such that Λ*: H*(SU(2Q) ,Z7)-+H*(B{(7)',Z7)
is a surjection. In particular the index of the image of h* : π3(Bι(7))-^π3(SU(20))
^Z is prime to 7. That is, hoi—fomi3 for some integer m which is prime to
7, where /: S3-^S£/(20) represents a generator of τe3(SU(2Q)). By 2.3(3), we
have cd(i)\m cd(SU(2ff)), so cd
Ί
(ι)^cd7(SU (2ϋ))=\ by 3.3, hense cd7(EB)=cd2(i)
= lby(5).
Proof of Theorem 4.1(4). There exist homomorphisms G2dSpin(7)-^SO(7)
which induce isomorphisms on ττ3( ). Hence
cd(G2) I cd(Sρίn (7)) I cd(SO (7)) 1 2 - cd(SU(7))
where the last divisibility was proved in the proof of 3.3(3). Since cdκo(G2)=
2 cd(SU(7))=l2Q by 3.3(1) and 4.4, the above four codegrees are the same.
We have also cd(Spιn(7))=cd(Spin(8)), since Spin(8) is homeomorphic to
Spin(7)xS7.
REMARK 4.7. We can prove cd(G2)~l2Q by constructing a stable map g:
G2->S
3
 having the degree 120 on S3.
Proof of Theorem 4.1(6). Let {wly •• ,^r} be a system of fundamental
weights with respect to a system of simple roots of G, p(sϋt ) be the irreducible
representation with highest weight w{ (1^/^r), β be a root of G of maximal
length, and set δ— Σt &>,-. Then, from an observation of Harris [10] (cf., Naylor
[18]), we know that the cokernel of ρ(w{)*: π3(G)-^π3(U(dim ρ(wi))) is a cyclic
group of order
=
 2(wh Wj+2S) Λ dim
(β, β) dim G
where ( , ) is the Killing form. The number n{ was called by Dynkin [5] the
index of the representation p(w{). It follows from 2.3(3) that
(4.8) cd(G) I Hi - cd( C7(dim p(w,))) .
From Tables 5 and 41 of Dynkin [5] (cf., Harris [10]), we know that there
exist irreducible representations of minimal dimension
G, -*£/(?), n = 2,
F4 -* U(26) , n = 6 ,
E6 -> U(27) , n = 6,
E7 -* U(56) , « = 12 ,
Et -> t/(240) , n = 60 .
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Hence we obtain the desired upper bounds except cdp(Es) for p=2, 5 by (4.8)
and 3.3(1). Since the complex Stiefel manifold C7(240)/Z7(124) is 248-con-
nected and the dimension of E8 is 248, the representation E"8—> [7(240) factorizes
up to homotopy £"8->C7(124)c £7(240) as an unstable map, it follows that cd(EB) \
60 αί(E7(124)) so that cd^E^^S and cd5(Es)^3.
By [9; Proposition 1], we have E6—3F4xE6/F4 so that cd3(E6)=cd3(F4),
since E6/F4 is 8-connected. This proves (6) and completes the proof of Theorem
4.1.
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